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THE SUBALGEBRA LATTICE OF A HEYTING ALGEBRA 
L. VRANCKEN-MAWET and G . HANSOUL, Liège 
(Received July 13, 1983) 
In [7], L. Vrancken-Mawet investigates the subalgebra lattice of a finite Hey ting 
algebra. In this paper, we consider infinite Heyting algebras. Minimal (non trivial) 
and maximal (proper) subalgebras of a Heyting algebra L are determined. This 
enables to prove that the subalgebra lattice of L is always upper semimodular and 
that it is atomistic if and only if L is a Stone algebra. Also we characterize those 
Heyting algebras whose subalgebra lattice is Boolean. 
In § 1, we briefly recall Priestley's duality ([5]), adapting it for Heyting algebras. 
The problems are solved in the dual category and reinterpreted in terms of Heyting 
algebras in § 3 (Theorem 2.13). 
We use standard set theoretic symbols. Note that cz denotes strict inclusion and — 
denotes complement (in some given universe). 
1. PRIESTLEY'S DUALITY 
1.1. Definition. 1) A Heyting algebra L == (L; v, л , *, 0, 1) is an algebra of type 
(2, 2, 2, 0, 0) such that (L; v, л , 0, 1) is a bounded (distributive) lattice and, for 
X, у in L, X * у is the relative pseudocomplement of x and у (i.e., z ^ л; * j ; if and 
only if X A z ^ y). We are concerned with the subalgebra lattice Sub (L) of L. 
2) If Lis a bounded distributive lattice, we denote by ^(L) its dual space (cf. [4]): 
^ ( L ) is the topological ordered space of its prime ideals, ordered by inclusion and 
whose topology is generated by the sets r[a) and —r[a), a e L, where r{a) = 
= {Ре^{Ь)\Рфа}. 
3) If (Z, ^ ) is a partially ordered set, and if xeX, E Я X, then [x) is 
{y\x й у}, Jx) is{y\x < у} and [É) is \j{[x) | x e £}. We define (x], (x[ and (£] 
dually. 
Also, E is increasing (resp. decreasing) if E == [£) (resp. E = (£]). If X = 
= (X; T, ^ ) is a topological ordered space, X is said to be totally order disconnected 
(abbreviated t.o.d.) if, whenever x ^ y, there exists a clopen (i.e. closed and open) 
decreasing subset UofX such that у eU and хфи. We denote by &[X) the (bounded 
distributive) lattice of all clopen decreasing subsets of X. 
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1.2. Remark. Priestley's duality states that, if L is a bounded distributive lattice, 
then ^(L) is compact t.o.d. and Lis isomorphic to Ф ^(L) . It is convenient now to 
recall a few elementary facts concerning compact t.o.d. spaces. Let X be such a space 
and denote by Min X the set of all minimal elements of X. Then 
a) the sets Fand — F, for F e (9{X), form a subbasis for the topology on X; 
b) the dual (Z; т, ^ ) of X is also compact t.o.d.; 
c) if 7 ^ X, then У is closed if and only if it is compact t.o.d. with the induced 
structure; 
d) if Г is closed in X, so is [7) ; 
e) if Fis closed and decreasing and x ф 7, there exists U e Ф(Х) such that C/ 2 7 
and и Ф x; 
f) for each x G X, there exists some m e Min X such that m ^ x. 
Let us now consider Heyting algebras. It is well known that a bounded distributive 
lattice L is a Heyting algebra if and only if X = ^(L) satisfies 
(H) if Ue Ф(Х), F e Ф{Х) , then [17 - F) is open . 
By d), this amounts to saying that —[U— F) e Ф{Х) whenever U e Ф{Х) and 
F e ФСК). In fact, we have U*V= -[U - F) in Ф{Х). Note that M i n X is closed 
in this case. 
1.3. Definition. A topological ordered space X == (X; т, S) is called a Heyting 
space if it is a compact t.o.d. space satisfying (H). By L2, it is equivalent to requiring 
that i) (X; т) is a Boolean space, ii) if U is clopen in X, so is [U) and iii) if x e X, 
then (x] is closed in X. Note that this shows how close Heyting algebras are to closure 
algebras ([3], p. 119). 
If ф: L-^ Visa, {0, 1} — lattice homomorphism, then the mapping ^{ф): ^(L') -> 
-> ^(L) defined by ^(ф)(Р') = ф'^^Р') is order preserving and continuous ([5], 
p. 515). If, moreover, </> is a Heyting algebra homomorphism, then / = ^(ф) 
satisfies 
(M) (Л^)]=/(М) 
for all X e ^(L!). Conversely, iff: X -> X' is a continuous mapping between Heyting 
spaces satisfying (M), then Ф{/): Ф(Х') ~> Ф{Х) defined by Ф{/) ([/') = / " ^ ^ 0 is 
a Heyting algebra homomorphism. 
1.4. Definition. Let X, X' be Heyting spaces. A mapping / : X -> X' is said to be 
a (Heyting) morphism if it is continuous and satisfies condition (M). The resulting 
category is denoted by ^, while <Ж denotes that of Heyting algebras with their usual 
homomorphisms. Priestley's duahty and 1.4 lead to the following fact. 
1.5. Theorem. The functors ^ and Ф establish a dual equivalence between Ж 
and dC. The duality interchanges injectives and surjectives. 
It follows that if L e ^ and L' e Sub(L), there exists an equivalence в on ^(L) 
such that ^{L)l9 admits a Heyting space stucture which is isomorphic to ^{iS). 
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Such an equivalence is naturally called a congruence. More precisely, we introduce 
the following definition (in what follows, Eq(Z) is the equivalence lattice on X; 
for Ö e Eq (X), / is the ö-class of p and if £ ç Z , E^ is[j{p^\pe E} and E is 0-
saturated if Ef = E). 
1.6. Definition. Let X e Ж and let Ö e Eq (X). Then 0 is a congruence on X if XJO 
admits a (necessarily unique) Heyting space structure such that the natural mapping 
X -» XjO is a morphism. Note that the topology on XjO is the usual quotient topology 
and that x^ ^ y^ if and only if there exist x' в x and y' в у with x' g j / . It is not 
difficult to prove that 0 e Eq (X) is a congruence if and only if (see [7], p. 83): 
i) if X ^ y 9 z, there exists w such that x в w ^ z; 
ii) each 0-class is convex; and 
iii) if X® % y^y there exists U e Ĉ (X) such that U э y, U ф x and U is 0-saturated. 
By 1.3, 0 satisfies i), ii), iii) if and only if it satisfies i), ii), iii'), where iii') is: 
iii') if X 0 у fails, there exists a clopen 0-saturated U such that U э у and U ф x. 
The set of all congruences on X is denoted by Con (X). By 1.5, there exists a ca­
nonical anti-isomorphism between Con (X) and Sub {(9{X)). Consequently, Con (X) 
is a complete, dually algebraic lattice, with minimum со (the equahty relation) and 
maximum c[=X x X). Note however that Con (X) is not a sublattice of Eq (X). To 
emphasize this fact, the join in Eq (X) will be denoted by F q̂. 
We end this paragraph with some elementary properties of congruences. Note 
first that a subset У of a Heyting space X is a sub-Heyting space with the induced 
structure if and only if Fis closed and decreasing. 
1.7. Lemma. Let X еЖ and 0 G Con {X). Then 
a) Con {XjB) is isomorphic to [ф e Con (X) [ ф ^ 0}; 
b) if Y is closed {resp. decreasing) in X, so is Y^; 
c) if Y is closed and decreasing and x^ n Y = 0, then there exists U e Ф(Х) 
such that и ^ Y, U ф x and U is O-saturated; 
d) if Y is closed and decreasing, then 0 |yeCon(Y) and for any i /^eCon(y), 
xj/ = ф и 0) E Con [X). 
Proof. Assertion a) is obvious by duality (a direct proof is also easy to obtain). 
Assertion b) follows from the definition 1.6 and a standard compactness argument, 
while c) is just a restatement of 1.2.e) for the quotient Z/0. Finally d) is proved by 
direct verification. 
2. THE CONGRUENCE LATTICE OF A HEYTING SPACE 
Let X be a Heyting space. 
2.1. Notations. If E я X, we denote by 0(E) the equivalence on X generated 
by E X E and by ф{Е) the equivalence 0(E) u 0( —E). If E = {p, q}, we write 
e(p, q) instead of 9[{p, q}). 
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Though we shall first be concerned with the coatoms of Con (X) (or coatomic 
congruences), let us mention now that, if 9{p, q) e Con (Z), then в{р, q) is necessarily 
an atomic congruence (i.e. an atom of Con (Z)) whenever p + ^, or 6(p, ^) = со 
otherwise. In particular, if [p, q\ ç Min X and p Ф ^, then 0(p, ^) is an atomic 
congruence on X. 
2.2. Lemma. If ф e Con (X), r/ien ф is coatomic if and only if it has the form 
ф{и) where U e Ф{Х), ф cz U cz X and either 
1) и ^ MinX or 2) -Ue(9{X). 
Proof. It is clear that the described equivalences are coatomic congruences. 
Suppose now в e Con (X) with 0 ф i. If there exists x with x^ n Min X = 0, 
then Lemma 1.7 c) gives a U e 0{X) such that ф{и) is a coatomic congruence of 
form 1) and ф{и) ^ 9. Consider now the case when (Min X)^ = X. Let x, у be 
elements of X such that x^ S У^- Ву 1-6 üi), there exists U e 0(X) such that U э y, 
иф X and и is 0-saturated. Let us show that ~U e Ф(Х). lî qe —U and p S q, 
then for some r e Min X, one has p -^ q в r and, by 1.6 i), p 0 r, which imphes 
p G —U. Hence ф{и) is a coatomic congruence of form 2) such that ф{и) ^ в. 
The proof of Lemma 2.2 shows in fact a little more. 
2.3. Proposition. The lattice Con(X) is coatomic {i.e., each 9 in Con(X) — {«} is 
dominated by a coatom). 
Recall that a lattice is coatomistic if each element is the meet of coatoms. 
2.4. Proposition. The lattice Con(X) is coatomistic if and only if 
(*) for each xeX, there exists a unique m e Min X such that m ^ x. 
Condition (*) can also be expressed in the following way: each order-connected 
component (abbreviated o.c.c.) of X admits a least element (an o.c.c. of X is a subset 
of X which is both increasing and decreasing and which is minimal for this property). 
Proof. Let p and q be elements of Min X lying in the same o.c.c. Note that, for 
any coatom ф{и) of Con (X), one has ф{и) ^ 9{p, q). Hence the condition is 
necessary. 
Suppose now condition (*) is satisfied. For 9 e Con (X), let T = [ф e Con (X) | ф 
coatom and ф ^ 0}. We shall prove Г\Т = 9, which will imply coatomisticity. It is 
clear that 9 ^ ОТ. Let {x,y)GC]T- 9. 
If x^ n Min X = 0, we may consider x^ $ y^ (otherwise interchange x and y). 
Hence x^ n (Min X u {y^]) = 0 and there exists U e (9{X) such that U 3 Min X u 
и {j} , иф X and и is 0-satured. Thus ф{и) e Tand (x, y) ф Ф{и), a contradiction. 
Similar arguments hold if y^ n Min X = 0 and it remains to consider the case 
when both x and у are in MinX. By 1.6 iii), there exists Ve (9{X) such that у e V, 
X Ф F a n d F i s 0-saturated. Let U = [F). Then U is clopen by 1.3 ii) and U is de­
creasing by condition (*). Moreover, -U = - [ F ) G ( P ( X ) . Hence ф{и)еТ and 
(x, y) Ф Ф{и), a contradiction. 
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The next lemmas prepare for the characterization of those X for which Con (X) 
is Boolean. They suggest two questions which we do not solve completely at the present 
time: when is Con (X) atomistic?, when is Con (X) distributive? 
2.5. Lemma. If в e Con (X), then в is atomic if and only if it has the form 
e(p, q) where p =¥ q and either 1) (p[ = (^[, or 2) (p[ = (^]. 
Proof. Let в be an atomic congruence. 
1) There exists exactly one Ö-class which is not reduced to a singleton. Otherwise, 
let СI and С 2 be 0-classes which are not reduced to a singleton and assume C^ ^ C2. 
Then there exists U e Ф{Х) such that C/ 3 C2, t / n Ĉ  = 0 and U is 0-saturated. 
Define Ф by Ф = a>u в\и. Then ф e Con (X) by L7 d), and со с ф a в. 
2) Let E be the unique ö-class which is not reduced to a singleton. If E contains 
three distinct elements p, q and r, we may assume p % q and p ^ r. Hence there 
exists иеФ{Х) such that U ^ [q, r} and Uф p. Here again, letting ф = œu в\и, 
we have o) a ф a в, 
3) Finally, it is routine to prove that в(р, q) e Con (X) if and only if (/?[ = 
= {q[ or (p[ = (q'j (use 1.6 i); in fact, if в is some equivalence for which {p\3q Ф 
Ф p, p в q} is finite, then в e Con (Z) if and only if it satisfies conditions i) and ii) 
of L6). 
An atomic congruence в{р, q) is said to be of type 1 (resp. type 2) if (p[ = (^[(resp. 
Let us recall that a partially ordered set (X, ^ ) is said to be well-founded if any 
non-empty subset of X has at least one minimal element. 
2.6. Corollary. If{X; ^ ) is well-founded, then Con(X) is atomic 
Proof. Let в e Con (X) be such that в Ф œ. Denote by E a ö-class which is not 
reduced to a singleton and which is minimal for this property. If E contains two 
minimal elements p and q, then в{р, q) is atomic and в{р, q) ^ в. Otherwise, E has 
a least element q. Let p be minimal in £ — [q]. Then again в{р, q) is atomic and 
0{p, q)^e. 
2.7. Lemma. If ф e Con (X) and в is atomic, then ф v в = ф v ^^9. 
Proof. By 2.5, в = 9{p, q) and we assume {p, q) ф ф. Letting ф = ф v^^^в, we 
must prove if/ e Con (X). Condition i) of 1.6 is clearly satisfied. Also, each class is 
convex except perhaps p'^ = p*̂  u q"^. Let x, y, z be such that qфx й У S ^фр. 
There exists у' such that уфу' й P- If у' = P, we are done. Otherwise, y' < p and 
by 2.5, y' S q. Hence there exists y" such that у'фу'' й •̂ - This proves хфу by the 
convexity of y*^. Finally, to separate non i/̂ -related elements x and y (L6iii)), it 
suffices to consider the possible positions of x and y with respect to p and q. 
2.8. Corollary. The lattice Con(X) is always semimodular. 
Proof. Recall that Lis semimodular if 9 A ф < ф implies ф ̂  9 v ф. By the 
third isomorphism theorem (L7 a)), we may restrict ourselves to the case 9 A ф = œ. 
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Hence, 2.8 is a corollary of 2.7 and the fact that any equivalence lattice is semi-
modular. 
2.9. Lemma. If Con (X) is distributive, then 
1) Min X contains at most two elements; 
2) if e(p, q) is atomic of type 1, then {p, q} ^ M i n Z ; 
3) / / e{p, q) is atomic of type 2 with q < p and if хф Min X, then either x -^ q 
or X ^ p. 
Proof. 1) Let Xo, Xi and X2 be distinct elements of MinX. If {i,j] £ (0, 1, 2}, 
then 9{xi, Xj) E Con (Z) and 
9{xo, x'l) V {e{xo, X2) A 0(xi, X2)) = 0{xo, Xi) Ф 9{{xo, x^, X2}) = 
= {e{xo, Xi) V 0(xo, X2)) л (0(xo, Xi) V 0(xi, X2)) . 
2) Let в = в{р, q) be atomic of type 1, with p ф Min X (and therefore q ф Min X). 
Let Up E 0{X) be such that Up 3 Min X u (p] and C7̂  ф q, and define (7^ in the same 
way. Then в л (ф((7^) v ф(1/,)) = ö Ф Ö> = (ф((7^) л 0) v (ф(1/,) л 0). 
3) Let 0 = 9(р, q) be atomic of type 2 with q < p and suppose some x ф Min X 
satisfies x ^ ^ and p -$ x. Since p ф Min X u (^] and x §§ Min X u (^], there exists 
и E Ф(Х) such that U 2 Min Z u (q'j and 17 n {p, x} = 0. In the same way, there 
exists VE (9{X) such that V Э M i n Z u [q] и (x] and VB p. Then 0 л {ф{и) v 
V ф(7)) = 0 Ф ш {ф{и) л 0) V ((^(F) л 0). 
Lemma 2.9 shows that, if Con (Z) is distributive, then Z contains at most two 
o.c.c. If one knows that Z contains exactly two o.c.c, it is possible to say more. 
2.10. Lemma. If X contains exactly two o.cx. and Con(Z) is distributive, then 
one of these o.c.c. is reduced to a singleton. 
Proof. By 2.9, each o.c.c. Z -̂ has a least element, say x^ {i = 0, 1). Suppose there 
exists yi with y^ > x,., / = 0, 1. By 2.9.3), 0(xo, Jo) Ф Con (Z). Whence ]xo, Уо[ Ф 0 
and there exists z with XQ < z < уо- Let U E Ф{Х) be such that U Э {XQ, x^}, 
C7^ z and иф У1, and let VE Ф{Х) be such that V^Uu (z]. Уф у о, Уф у^. Then 
(ф[Хо) л ф{и)) V 0(F) = {ф{Хо) п ф{и)) Veq 0(F) = (̂ >(Zo u F) Ф ., whereas 
{ф{Хо) V 0(F)) л (ф(17) V 0(F)) = .. 
In the following proposition, ф and + denote ordinal and cardinal sum respectively 
([2], p. 199). By the disjoint sum of two partially ordered spaces (Z; т, S) and 
( 7 ; T , ^ ) , we mean a partially ordered space Z + 7 whose carrier is the disjoint 
union of Z and Y, whose topology is the topological sum of (Z; т) and (7; т) and 
whose order is that of the cardinal sum of (Z; ^ ) and (7; ^ ) . Finally, a Boolean 
chain is a complete chain endowed with its interval topology and such that for all 
X й y, there exists p ^ x, q ^ у with q covers p (see [4], p. 927). 
2.11. Proposition. If{X, ^ ) is well-founded, then Con(Z) is distributive if and 
only if X isomorphic to {a ® 1) + 1 or to {a -h 1) @ ß ф 1 for some ordinal 
numbers a and j5. 
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Proof. Suppose first that Con (Z) is distributive. If X has a least element, then X 
is a chain: if (/?, q) is minimal in {(x, y)\x -^ y and y %x], then ö(jt?, q) is atomic 
of type 1, which is impossible by 2.9.2). If X has two minimal elements, say Min X = 
= {xo, Jo} 5 then both [XQ) and [y^ are chains (same proof as above). If X has two 
o.c.c, then by 2.10, then either [XQ) = {XQ} or \y^ = [уо], whence X is order-
isomorphic to (a © 1) + 1. Let us consider the case when X is order connected. In 
this case, the set [XQ) П [уо) is not empty and has a least element m. The either 
]xo, m[ or jjo, m[ is empty (otherwise one could find x, covering XQ in ]xo, m[ 
and JJOJ W[ should be empty by 2.9.3)). This settles the question of the ordered 
structure of X. Now it is easy to prove that the interval topology onX is the only one 
that makes (X, ^ ) into a Heyting space. 
Suppose a Ф 0 and let X = (a + 1) e j8 © 1. Let ^ = (0 G Eq (a © jS © 1)| all 
0-classes are bounded intervals} and ^^ = {9 e ^\вseparates a from jß© 1}. Then 
Con (X) is isomorphic with {(0, 1) | 0 G ^} u {(0, 0) | 0 6 ̂ J endowed with the 
order relation (0, г) ^ (ф, j) if and only if 0 ^ ф and / ^ j . The distributivity of 
Con (X) follows from the fact that ^ is Boolean. The argument is still more easy 
in case X = (a © 1) + L 
2.12. Proposition. The lattice Con (X) is Boolean if and only if X is a Boolean 
chain or the disjoint sum of a Boolean chain and a one point space. 
Proof. Let X be a Boolean chain (hence a Heyting space). Then 0e Con(X) if 
and only if 0 corresponds to a partition of X into closed intervals. Hence Con (X) 
is distributive. If У is the disjoint sum of X and {XQ}, then Con (У) (̂=̂  Con (X) x 2) 
is also distributive. 
Suppose now X is a Heyting space such that Con (X) is Boolean. Since Con (X) 
is always complete and coatomic, it is also coatomistic and each o.c.c. has a least 
element. Moreover, by 2.9, there are at most two o.c.c. Suppose first X has a least 
element. For each U e Ф{Х), ф{и) is a coatom. Its complement is an atom, necessarily 
of type 2), say 9{p, q) with q < p, and qeU, рфи. If x G X, then by 2.9, either 
X ^ q ox X "^ p. This prove U = (^] and —17 = \_p). Now let y ^ x in X. There 
exists и G Ф{Х), hence p and q in X, such that x G C/ = (^] and yE—U= [jp). 
Therefore x<y and X is a (Boolean) chain. If X has two o.c.c, one of them is reduced 
to a singleton {XQ}, which is necessarily clopen. Hence Con (X) c^ Con (X — {̂ o}) ^ 
X 2 and Con (X — {xo}) is Boolean and X — {XQ} is a Boolean chain. 
All these results about Heyting spaces can be reinterpreted in terms of Heyting 
algebras. This is done in the following theorem (where A denotes symmetric dif­
ference). 
2.13. Theorem. Let Lbe a Heyting algebra and suppose S e Sub (L). Then 
1) S contains a subalgebra isomorphic to a S-element chain or a 4-element 
Boolean algebra [provided S ф {0,1}); 
2) S is maximal (proper) if and only if there exist two distinct prime ideals P 
and Q such that -S = P A Q. Moreover, 
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3) Sub ( L ) ÎS upper semîmodular; 
4) Sub ( L ) is atomistic if and only if Lis a Stone algebra; 
5) Sub(L) is Boolean if and only if L is isomorphic to С or С x 2 for some 
bounded chain C. 
Finally, if ^(L) is well-founded, then 
6) S is contained in a maximal subalgebra; and 
7) Sub ( L ) is distributive if and only if Lis isomorphic to (C x 2) ф C^ for some 
chains С and С {not both empty). 
Proof. 1) A coatom ф{р) in Con(X) corresponds to a 3-element chain if 17 3 
Э Min X, to a 4-element Boolean algebra if — L/ e Ф{Х) (see Lemma 2.2). 
2) This is obvious. Note that, by virtue of Lemma 2.5, if P and Q are prime 
ideals, - ( Р Л Ô ) G Sub(L) if and only if, for ail x,y in P - Q (resp. Q - P), 
there exists z in P n ß with x ^ j v z. 
3) See Corollary 2.8. 
4) Use Lemma 2.5 and [6] p. 129. 
5) This is a consequence of proposition 2.12. The ''if" part admits a trivial direct 
proof. 
6) and 7) are reinterpretations of 2.6 and 2.11 respectively. 
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